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CECL
IMPLEMENTATION
AND ASSOCIATED
CHALLENGES

The end game for a CECL implementation must
include:
Loan by loan auditability
Full choice of methods by designated loan pool
Capacity to drill down to Expected Credit Loss
(ECL) inputs and computation

Implementing a new system and processes is
never an easy task at any ﬁnancial institution. to

Ease of use and ability to export for reporting

avoid disruption to ‘business as usual’, a rigorous

Low need for secondary system developments

approach must be taken. While this is true in all

such as data cleansing and ‘golden data’

cases, CECL being implemented across the full

storage

spectrum of smaller ‘community’ banks and
credit unions creates speciﬁc challenges of its
own.

The problems arise in both the computational
power needed to run all options and data
availability to drive the calculations. From the

The reason that a CECL implementation is more

perspective

of

having

run

multiple

complex for smaller banks is simply that it is

implementations of the CECL express system, a

asking banks to generate reportable, auditable

few of the ‘road bumps’ encountered are detailed

results that use processes that are currently not

herein.

part of the banks’ business model. This is because
CECL not only looks at current impairment levels

Third-party data consistency

but asks ﬁnancial institutions to predict future

CECL takes, as a start point in most of the ECL

credit losses, using methods and techniques

methods, the current reported losses per pool.

normally only found in larger ﬁrms. There are

These can be accessed via the Federal Financial

options in the speciﬁc methods that can be used,

Institutions Examination Council's (FFIEC) or

including:

National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) call

Weighted

Average

Remaining

Maturity

(WARM)

themselves do not guarantee to maintain the

of

default/Loss

formatting consistency needed for automation.
given

default

(PD/LDG)

In 2022, the FFIEC report changed by a single
line, throwing off many spreadsheet-based
solutions. This inevitably means that data

Roll Rate

consistency becomes a manual job to be

Vintage

performed by the CECL preparation team

Each of these methods has nuances and
consequences

programmatically building these links into a
CECL program is far from simple. The call reports

Discounted Cashﬂows (DCF)
Probability

reports. An issue that has been found is that

that

have

been

covered

in

previous ‘insights’. FIs must be conscious that
selecting a single method for expediency and
compliance reasons could leave them with larger
reserve requirements than their counterparts
and at a distinct competitive disadvantage. By

using that format.
The NCUA also changed the pooling for credit
union peer groups, resulting in difﬁculty of
comparing one period to another by pool, and
potentially stranding assets out of calculable
pools.

maintaining the possibility of using all methods

Such

as appropriate by loan pool, they can turn this

programmatically,

occurrences

into a positive competitive advantage.

reporting and data management, but the key is

with

can
the

be

handled

correct

error
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that it has to be considered now, so as not to

been observed to date, this is inevitable. With

cause issues once the CECL system is an integral

that in mind, the following are useful steps to

part of quarterly reporting.

take:
Select a small sample of loans

Internal data availability
Some ECL models use internal data such as
credit scores and ‘Loss Given Default’ ratios.

Find the current known ALLL

These are used at loan origination but not always

Compute the ECL for as many methods as

maintained as the loan runs through its life,

possible, in as detailed and broken down way

especially when it shows little signs of becoming

as possible

problematic.

Compare these and use this as the start

This works for Allowances of Loan and Lease
Losses (ALLL), but for CECL, poorly maintained
LDG numbers or any failure to record credit
deterioration can result in ECL numbers being far
too high or low. This has been found to be the
case

in

a

few

instances

of

GreenPoint’s

implementation of CECL Express, and has been
rectiﬁed by:
Change in process for maintaining credit
scores against obligors linked to the loans
Defaulting missing values for values such as
LGD on mortgage portfolios
Exclusion of certain methods for speciﬁc pools
due to lack of data
The above solutions are all valid but must be

benchmark increase
Build out the system
As pools of loans are added, monitor the
benchmark

that

was

created,

looking

especially for large deviations within a method
At this point, it is as much art as science, but as a
rule of thumb from successful implementations
of CECL Express, we have found that the range of
increase should fall between 20% and 40% above
the ALLL.
Lessons learned
In future pieces, we will discuss yield curves and
economic data, but the above points are all live
examples of what is found and how it is rectiﬁed
during a standard implementation.

created explicitly when building the system.
Attempts to use methods not supported by data

CECL is a journey into the unknown for banks and

within some loan pools may result in zeros

credit unions, using methods new to the bank, as

ﬁnding their way, inappropriately, into the ﬁnal

well as data that may not be kept well or that is

computations, unnoticed by error checkers.

unfamiliar to the teams responsible for reporting
the result. Success lies in rigor around data

Lack of benchmarking

management, education on potential pitfalls, and

One of the most difﬁcult issues is the lack of a

monitoring expectations of the result. In the end,

benchmark to guide acceptance of the system’s

the ability to demonstrate attention to these

output. Smaller ﬁnancial institutions have not

details is just as important to creating a program

been required to run this type of analysis and,

that works and will continue to work as is

therefore, have just the ALLL to base expectancy

compliance in January 2023.

on. This makes User Acceptance Testing (UAT)
more difﬁcult.
We do know that there should, all things being
equal, be an increase in the provision following
the introduction of CECL. Given that its aim is to
bring in possible losses, even where none have

CECLexpress.com can help in sourcing and
maintaining all data required for ﬁve ECL
methods and allowing banks to concentrate on
just their Q-factors.
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CECL Express can help…

CECL Express is a turnkey solution that fully

Banks and credit unions need to only provide

satisﬁes all elements of the new CECL

the underlying loan details for the system to

accounting standard. The system provides all

provide fully auditable ECL results for multiple

non-loan data, including:

calculation methods, including:

Yield curves and Fed data

Vintage

Linked reports on losses from the FFIEC

Roll Rate

and NCUA

Discounted Cashﬂow

PD and LGD curves

WARM

Macroeconomic data

PD/LGD

CECL Express provides more than valid ECL

Visit ceclexpress.com for more information

results. The system computes results for all

about the most efﬁcient route to optimal CECL

methods and all loan pools, allowing the bank

compliance.

to optimize its CECL conﬁguration and avoid
the worst impacts of the new standard.
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ABOUT
GREENPOINT FINANCIAL

CECL Express is a turnkey, cloud-based

GreenPoint Financial is a division of

solution, designed to provide banks and

GreenPoint Global, which provides

credit unions with optimized results and

software-enabled services, content, process

reporting that fully meet the ‘Current

and technology services, to ﬁnancial

Expected Credit Loss’ accounting

institutions and related industry segments.

standards.
GreenPoint is partnering with Finastra
CECL represents a major change in what is

across multiple technology and services

expected from ﬁnancial institutions in

platforms.

their reporting of, and provisioning against
potential credit losses.

Founded in 2006, GreenPoint has grown to
over 500 employees with a global footprint.

Smaller ﬁnancial institutions are expected

Our production and management teams

to implement forward-looking credit

are in the US, India, and Israel with access

models to estimate losses they may

to subject matter experts.

experience.
Selecting inappropriate ‘Expected Credit

GreenPoint has a stable client base that

Loss’ (ECL) models will create a need to

ranges from small and medium-sized

hold far more capital than is required,

organizations to Fortune 1000 companies

directly causing a loss of Proﬁt and Loss

worldwide. We serve our clients through

(P&L). Data used within these models

our deep resource pool of subject matter

must also be reported for audit purposes.

experts and process specialists across
several domains.

January 2023 will see the ﬁrst ofﬁcial
reporting period for the beginning of

As an ISO certiﬁed company by TÜV

CECL. Banks and credit unions must

Nord, GreenPoint rigorously complies

have a framework in place, which is fully

with ISO 9001:2015, ISO 27001:2013, and

tested and reports results based on that

ISO 27701:2019 standards.

data. In practice, this means selecting,
implementing, and testing the system in
the ﬁrst half of 2022.
For Finastra core systems, the integration
has already been built. For customers with
these systems, their CECL results are ready
to be calculated and reported.
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Marcus Cree

Sanjay Sharma, PhD

MANAGING DIRECTOR AND
HEAD OF FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY AND SERVICES

FOUNDER AND CHAIRMAN

Marcus has spent 25 years in ﬁnancial risk

Sanjay provides strategic and tactical guidance to

management, working on both the buy and sell

GreenPoint senior management and serves as

side of the industry. He has also worked on risk

client ombudsman. His career in the ﬁnancial

management projects in over 50 countries,

services industry spans three decades during

gaining a unique perspective on the nuances

which he has held investment banking and

and differences across regulatory regimes

C-level risk management positions at Royal Bank

around the world.

of Canada (RBC) Goldman Sachs, Merrill Lynch,
Citigroup, Moody’s, and Natixis. Sanjay is the

As Managing Director, Marcus heads

author of “Risk Transparency” (Risk Books, 2013),

GreenPoint Financial Technology and Services

Data Privacy and GDPR Handbook (Wiley, 2019),

and has been central in the initial design of

and co-author of “The Fundamental Review of

GreenPoint products in the loan book risk area,

Trading Book (or FRTB) - Impact and

including CECL and sustainability risk. This

Implementation” (Risk Books, 2018).

follows his extensive experience in the Finastra
Risk Practice and as US Head of Risk Solutions

Sanjay was the Founding Director of the

for FIS. Marcus has also been a proliﬁc

RBC/Hass Fellowship Program at the University of

conference speaker and writer on risk

California at Berkeley and has served as an

management, principally market, credit and

advisor and a member of the Board of Directors of

liquidity risk. More recently, he has written and

UPS Capital (a Division of UPS). He has also served

published papers on sustainability and green

on the Global Board of Directors for Professional

ﬁnance.

Risk International Association (PRMIA).

Marcus graduated from Leicester University in

Sanjay holds a PhD in Finance and International

the UK, after studing Pure Mathematics,

Business from New York University and an MBA

Phycology and Astronomy. Since graduation,

from the Wharton School of Business and has

Marcus has continually gained risk speciﬁc

undergraduate degrees in Physics and Marine

qualiﬁcations including the FRM (GARP’s

Engineering. As well as being a regular speaker at

Financial Risk Manager) and the SCR(GARP’s

conferences, Sanjay actively teaches postgraduate

Sustainability and Climate Risk). Marcus’s

level courses in business and quantitative ﬁnance

latest academic initiative is creating and

at EDHEC (NICE, France), Fordham, and Columbia

teaching a course on Green Finance and Risk

Universities.

Management at NYU Tandon School of
Engineering.
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